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Q1. (a) State the necessary and sufficient condition for
equation (DE) . ,

M(*,y) dr t l{(r,a) du :0
to be eract. [L0 Marks]

(b) verify that the condition for an exact differential equation (DE)
is satisfied by

IM(",s)dr + IV(r,s)d'E]e[ ftu)d'r : g

ifi aM al/
ur: *+Nf(")'

'120 Marksl
Hence show that an integrating factor can always be found for the
DE (1) if

1 / AM A1/\_ I ___ |ti \ay ar)
1

differential

(1)



is a funotion of r only.

Hence using this method solve the following DE
[10 Marks]

(a' +3*a +2g)dr + (ra + 12 + r)dy:9.

[30 Marks]

(c) If, tanr, is a particular solution of the following nonlinear Riccati
equation

9-r'-1:0,dr
then obtain the general solution of the equation (2).

[30 Marks]

Q2. (a) If F(D) : ipri, where , = * and. p6, 'i : 1,...,n, are
i,:o

constants with ps f 0, prove the following formulas:

1 -_ 1/i\ * 
6o' : J ,eo', where a is a constant and F(a) I 0;\'/ F(D) F(")" ' "

11(ii) 
,1p1eo' 

V : e"" 
F(D + a)V, where V is a )nction 

of z.

; a. [40 Marks]

(b) Find the general solution of the following differential equations by

(2)

using the results in (o):

(i) (Du - 2D2 + 1)A: 40 coshz;

(ii) (D'z - 6D + 13)y :8e3'sin2r.

Q3. @ff"t t : et. Show that

and

"1

a
9

t60 Marksl
\L ttr

, [zO Marks]

,*:o, ,'#:D2 -D,

"'#=D(D _ I)(D -2),

where P: !.
dt

Use the above results to find the general solution of the following
Cauchy-Euler differential equation

(rtDt + 3r2D2 * rD + 8)E : 65 cos (logr),

d
where O = f, [40 Marks]



(b)Definewhatismeantbyorthogonaltrajectori'esofcurues'

[10 Marksl

Find the orthogonal trajectories of the family of curves

a0r:74'

whereaisaconstant' [30 Marks]

Q4. (a) Define what is meant by the point, 'x): r0" being

(i) an ordi,narY;

(1i) a si'ngularl

(iii) a regular si,ngular

point of the DE
a" +p(r)a' * q(r)Y:9,

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r, and

p(r) and q(r) are rational functions'

(b) (i) Find the. regular singuiar point(s) 6f the Dtr

4rg" +2g' -fg:g' (3)

(ii) use the method of Frobenius to find the general solution of

the equatio" (3)' 1

"r 
' ' '! 

[70 Marksl

Q5. (a) Soive the following system of DEs:

,., dfr dY dz
lr I 

-
\'/ T - 

=- 
3r2sin(g *2"2)'

d,r dy _ dz
lLtt -1- 

:r-'t ,2*A2_Az rz-12-A'2 z\r-A)

(b) write down the condition of integrabrlity of the ,","lt:##ll
equation

P(r,a, z) d,n * Q(r,Y, z) dY + R(',A, z) d'z 7 0'

[5 Marks]

Hence solve the following equation

@" + ryz) d,r * (rz * ryz) d,g * \rv * tvz) dz :0' (4)



(")

(d)

(Youpay use the integrating factor p : 7l@az) for equation ( ).)

[lb Marks]
Find the general solution of the following linear first-order partial
differential equations:

(1) ,'p * A'q - -22;
(1i) r(y2 - ,')p + AQ2 - ,')q: z(r2 - y2).

[30 Marks]
Apply Charpit's method or otherwise to find the complete and
the singular solution of the following non-linear first-order partial
differential equation

2rz-pr2 -2qry*pQ:0.

Here, p : ! una q: y.
or -oy

Q6. (a) Utilize the Fourier series of the function

f(r):lrl, -1<r<I, /
to show that s'

fl(-t)"-t (2lrl-l)ri:
) +- cosnTTr - \ /

-n24n:l

[20 Marks]

Hence deduce that
tzorlurarr<sl

t 
,{

I

1

-I5.

7T2 1 -1
lr

B -P-3r-

(b)
120 Marksl

use Fourier transform to solve the one-dimensional heat equation

AU A2U

E-2*:o'
subject to the boundary conditions

U(0,t) :0, U(r,Q) : e-', r ) 0

and U(r,l) is bounded where r > 0 and I > 0.

[40 Marks]
(i) Define the gamma-funct'ion f(r) and beta-functi,on B(m,n),

where m)n are positive integers.
(c,)



(ii) Evaluate the integral

ft tr* ou.
Jo

(You may use the following results without proof

B(m.n\: !t-)f (n,) 
1' l(* * n)''

[20 Marks]
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